
Once upon a time there was a bear named Sparkly, who lived 
in a tiny house just off Sydney Rd. He loved Brunswick and 
everything that it had to offer. There was always something  
to see & do - and an adventure around every corner.  

One warm morning in December, Sparkly woke up to discover 
a huge Christmas sack and a magical looking envelope.

‘How odd!’ he thought. The letter said, ‘Sparkly we need 
your help! North Pole HQ have tasked you with a special 
mission: deliver this sack of gifts to Brunswick locals. 
It’s been a tough year, and we need to spread some 
Christmas Cheer.’ 

Not afraid of adventure, Sparkly swung into action and 
jumped straight onto his trusty bicycle!

First stop: the Melbourne Zoo. Sparkly delivered some 
oddly shaped packages to the very dapper animals.

After that he headed back towards Sydney Rd via Princes 
Park, stopping for a quick game of Lawn Bowls - why not?

Sparkly’s next destination was the Brunswick Baths, 
where he cooled off with a quick dip!

Ready for action again, he headed back towards Barkly 
Square, swinging past The Retreat for a Ginger Beer. 
All this adventure was thirsty work indeed! 

Finally, Sparkly arrived at Barkly Square, his final stop. 
He delivered gifts to all the shops throughout the centre. 

Customers and shopkeepers were all so happy to see 
Sparkly and his magical sack of presents. 

Once again, Sparkly had saved the day. 

Sparkly visits the Brunswick 
Baths and delivers more gifts. 

He also has a quick swim!

Sparkly arrives at the Zoo and 
delivers some odd shaped gifts.

LET THE ADVENTURES 
BEGIN!
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Sparkly wakes in his home to find 
the Santa Sack and Envelope.

Sparkly arrives at Barkly Sq 
with a trail of gifts!
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Bear Chaos! Sparkly is dropping 
in from all kinds of crazy locations 

to deliver gifts!
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THE END
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Sparkly sets out for 
deliveries on his bike.
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